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 Although lists of rhymes or rimes are readily available, lists of syllable rime spellings              
with their pronunciation, which learners can put together to form words, may not be. 

Familiarity with letters and sounds that form meaningful syllables can help                          
English learners acquire language more quickly and with greater ease.  

Currently available websites, directed at elementary school reading teachers, give advice               
on how to count syllables or divide words into syllables for reading/spelling purposes.                 
But finding appropriately leveled, useable “lists of syllable rimes” requires research.  

The following greatly shortened, adapted 9-page list was compiled from a 1995 copy                  
of Merriam Webster’s Rhyming Dictionary, which lists syllables by their letter spellings.                
Vocabulary-item examples were selected, omitted, and/or inserted according to their 
pedagogical value at a High Beginning to Intermediate level of language instruction.                  

Also very useful in that regard was the http://www.morewords.com/ website.           

Here are salient features of Syllable-Rime Spelling info on the next 9 pages: 

All entries are letter combinations that end one-syllable words; most also spell first,                  
emphasized syllables of two-syllable words in the stressed + unstressed () pattern.  

(Other syllable-stress patterns—and compounds—are not introduced until higher levels.)   

Each listing begins with one or more vowel spellings, the pronunciation of which                      
is designated by phonetic symbols in brackets after =, such as [ā], [ēə(r)], [oi], etc.                    

Most syllable spellings end in one consonant or a combination of letters.                            
Letters likely to vary (like final silent –e or a doubled consonant) are in parentheses.  
Parentheses around a hyphen (-) indicate a possible additional unstressed syllable.    

 EXAMPLE: -i(d)g(e)(-) = [ĭ] bridge, fridge, ridge; pigeon; digit, fidget, midget  
(Unstressed syllables are in smaller type.)                                             

Entries are listed in alphabetical order of their most frequent spellings; one or more                   
common alternative spellings and/or pronunciations may appear after the word or.                    

For a few rimes, there are notes regarding PRONUNCIATION of final/medial consonants.                  
For syllables ending in the / z s d t / sounds, there could be separate lists of regular                   

PLURALS / SINGULAR VERBS / PAST FORMS that rhyme with other spellings                                
because of their added grammatical endings. If useful by Intermediate levels,                        

there may be one or more EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS.  EXAMPLE:                              
-os(e)(-) or -oz(e)(-) = [ō] close [verb], chose, doze, hose, nose, pose; frozen; roses                 

ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: blows, toes   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: clothes  
PRONUNCIATION: Above words include voiced /z/; close [adjective] ends in voiceless /s/. 

Items before or after semicolons (;) rhyme (sound the same after their initial consonants);              
most rhyming words have been omitted from entries to keep them of manageable length.  

Every effort has been made to indicate the syllable divisions given in dictionaries.   
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-a- = [ā] able, table; labor; facial; lady; bagel; major; baker, maker; gravy; crazy, lazy; razor   

-ab(-) = [ă] cab, crab, grab, lab, stab; habit, rabbit; crabby, flabby    

-ac(e)(-) or -ase = [ā] ace, base, case, chase, face, place, space; racer; faces; lacy, racy   
PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain voiceless /s/. 

-ack(-) = [ă] back, black, pack, snack; jacket, racket; tackle; backer, cracker, tracker  
-ad(d)(-) = [ă] ad, add, bad, dad, glad, had, mad, pad, sad; ladder, sadder; paddle, saddle  

-ad(e)(-) or -aid(-) = [ā] aid, grade, made, maid, paid, shade, trade; cradle; shady  

-aint(-) = [ā] faint, paint, saint; fainting, painting; saintly     
-ag(-) = [ă] bag, brag, drag, flag, nag, tag; braggard; dagger; straggle; wagon; baggy 

PRONUNCIATION: Some words contain the /j/ sound instead of /g/ magic; agile 
-ag(e)(-) = [ā] age, cage, page, stage, wage; agent; pager; ages, cages, pages, stages, wages 
 PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain /j/, not /g/.    
-ak(e)(-) = [ā] bake, cake, fake, lake, make, shake, snake, take; baker, maker; shaken, taken 

-al(e)(-) or -ail(-) = [ā] ail, ale; fail, jail, mail, nail, sale, scale; jailer, sailor, tailor; scaly  

-al(-) = [ă] gal, pal; balance; alley, valley; ballad, salad, valid; ballot, mallet; scallop      

-al(l)(-) or -awl(-) or -aul(-) = [ô] or [ô] all, ball, crawl, call, fall, haul, small; altar, falter 

-alt(-) or -ault = [ô] halt, malt, salt; fault, vault; malted, salted; salty   

-am(-) = [ă] am, ham, jam, swam; gamble, scramble; ample, sample, trample 

-am(e)(-) or -aim(-) = [ā] aim, blame, came, claim, game, name, same; aimless; shameful  

-an(-) = [ă] bran, can, fan, man, pan, plan, ran, van; cancer, dancer; fancy; bandit;                          
brandy, candy; candle, sandal; angle, strangle; anger, hangar, hanger; mango, tango  

-anc(e) = [ă] chance, glance, trance; dancing; chancy  ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: ants, pants   
-and(-) = [ă] and, band, brand, grand, hand, land, sand, stand; branded; candy, sandy                     

ALSO PAST FORMS: canned, tanned 

-an(e) or -ain(-) = [ā] cane, gain, grain, lane, main, pain, rain, plane, train; danger; angle;     
tangled; angry; rainy; trainer; dainty   

-ang(-) = [ă] gang, hang, rang, sang, slang; tangy   PRONUNCIATION: These words contain /N/.    

-ang(e)(-) = [ā] change, range, strange; changer, ranger, stranger; changing; mangy 
PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain /j/, not /g/. 

-ank(-) = [ă] bank, blank, drank, sank, tank, thank; cranky, hanky; banker, tanker   
-ant(-) = [ă] ant, chant, pant, plant; banter, planter; chanting; scanty 
-ap(-) = [ă] ap, cap, clap, map, scrap, slap, strap, trap; apple; rapid; happy; captor, chapter   

SYMBOL MEANINGS:  -  =  Most of the words in the line that follows begin with one or more initial consonants.                 
(e) (l) (s) etc. = One-syllable words with this rime may end in final silent –e  or a doubled consonant.                

(-) = Two-syllable rhyming words with this rime have a second, unstressed syllable. 
PRONUNCIATION, EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS, ALSO PLURALS, ALSO PAST FORMS, etc. = additional informational notes.  
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-ar(-) = [a:] bar, car, far, jar, star; barber, harbor; party; garden; carton; tarnish; partial 
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: are 

-arch = [a:] arch, march, starch         -ard(-) = [a:] card, guard, hard, yard; guarded 

-ark(-) = [a:] bark, dark, mark, park, shark; parka; darker, marker 

-arm(-) = [a:] arm, charm, farm, warm; farmer; charming, farming  

-arn(-) = [a:] barn, yarn; warning     -art(-) = [a:] art, chart, part, smart, start; artist; artsy 

-ar(e)(-) or -air(-) = [ā] air, chair, care, fair, hair, pair, rare, scare, share, square, stare; 
careful; careless; marriage; barrel; carrot, parrot; arrow; carry, scary, vary; dairy, fairy   
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: bear, wear; there, where; their  

-ash(-) = [ă] cash, crash, flash, mash, smash, splash, trash; ashen, fashion; flashy, trashy 

-as(s)(-) = [ă] ass, class, gas, glass, grass, pass; classy, grassy   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: acid 

-as(e)(-) or -az(e)(-) = [ā] daze, maze, phase, phrase; phrasing; hazy, lazy  PRONUNCIATION: 
These words end in or contain voiced /z/.  ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS:  days, pays   

-ast(e)(-) or -aist = [ā] paste, taste, waist; wasted; tasty   ALSO PAST VERBS: faced, chased 

-at(-) = [ă] at, bat, cat, chat, fat, flat, hat, rat, sat, that; batter, matter; battle, cattle 

-atch(-) = [ă] batch, catch, latch, match, patch, scratch; catcher; matches; hatchet; catchup        
PRONUNCIATION: These words may be said with the vowel sounds [ŏ] or [ô]: watch; watchful 

-ath(-) = [ă] bath, math, path; athlete; gather, rather    PRONUNCIATION: These one-syllable              
words end in voiceless /T/; in two-syllable words, -th– may be pronounced /D/ before vowels.   

-ath(e)(-) = [ā] bathe; lathe; bather                                                                       
PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain voiced /D/.   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ŏ] father 

-at(e)(-) or -ait(-) = [ā] ate, bait, date, gate, hate, late, plate, rate, skate, state, wait; 
crater, grater, later, skater; waiter, traitor 

-aw(-) or -au(-)= [ô] draw, jaw, law, raw, straw; faucet; audit; author; awful; drawing     

-awn(-) = [ô] dawn, drawn, lawn, pawn, yawn; awning   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ô] gone, swan 

-ax(-) = [ă] ax, fax, lax, tax, wax; axis, axes, faxes; maxi, taxi, waxy 

-ay(-) = [ā] clay, gray, may, pay, play, pray, stay, spray, way; playing; mayor, player, prayer  
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: = grey, prey, they 

-ea(-) or –ee(-) or –e(-) = [ē] be, free, me, pea, sea, see, tree, three; eager; eagle; being;  
equal; eerie; even; beaver; creature; freedom    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ē]  key; ski, skiing 

-ead(-) or –eed(-) = [ē] bead, feed, greed, lead, need, read, seed; leader, reader; needy 

-eak(-) or –eek(-) = [ē] cheek, creak, leak, speak, weak, week; speaker; cheeky, sneaky 

-eal(-) or –eel(-) = [ē] eel, deal, feel, heal, heel, meal, steal, steel, veal; healer, really,    

-ear(-) or eer(-) or ere(-) = [ēə(r)] or [ĭ(r)] beer, cheer, clear, dear, deer, ear, fear,                    
hear, here, near, year; cheery, dreary, weary; clearly, dearly, merely, nearly, yearly 

-eas(e)(-) or –ees(e)(-) or -eaz(e)(-) or –eez(e)(-) = [ē] freeze, please, sneeze, tease; 
pleaser; cheesy; freezing; easy, breezy, sleazy    ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: sees, peas 
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-eat(-) or –eet(-) = [ē] beat, cheat, greet, meat, sweet; heated; beaten, sweeten; beater 

-eav(e)(-) or –e(e)v(e)(-) = [ē] eve, weave; leaving, sleeveless  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: grieve  

-eb(b)(-) = [ĕ] ebb, web; debit     -eck(-) = [ĕ] check, deck, neck; freckles; heckler; reckon  
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: decade; mecca; trek, treking 

-ed(-) or –ead(-) = [ĕ] bed, bread, dead, fed, head, led, med, red, spread; wedding, heading; 
breaded; edit, credit; pedal, medal, meddle; ready, steady   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: said  

-edg(e)(-) = [ĕ] edge, dredge, hedge, ledge, pledge, wedge; pledging; fledgling; edgewise; edgy 

-eft = [ĕ] cleft, left, theft         -eg(g)(-) = [ĕ] egg, beg, keg, leg, peg; beggar; eggy, leggy       
-el(l)(-) = [ĕ] bell, cell, fell, gel, sell, shell, smell, spell, tell, well, yell; elbow; cellar, seller;  

fellow, mellow, yellow; belly, deli, jelly, smelly; shelter; velvet 
-elf(-) = [ĕ] elf, self, shelf; selfish    -elm = [ĕ] elm, helm   -elp(-) = [ĕ] help, kelp; helper 
-elt = [ĕ] belt, felt, melt, pelt, welt            -em(-) = [ĕ] gem, hem, stem, them; member 

-en(-) = [ĕ] hen, men, pen, ten, then, when; tender, vendor; penny; dental, mental, rental, gentle;  
enter, center, renter; plenty, twenty; mention, tension  

-ence or –ense = [ĕ] dense, fence, sense, tense   ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: cents, tents    
-ench = [ĕ] bench, drench, quench, stench   
-end(-) = [ĕ] end, bend, lend, send, spend, trend; blender, fender, sender; ending                             

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: friend; friendly 

-ent = [ĕ] bent, cent, lent, rent, sent, spent, tent         EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: meant  

-ep(p)(-) = [ĕ] pep, prep, rep, step; peppy             -ept = [ĕ] crept, kept, slept, swept  

-er(-) or  –ir(-) or  –ur(r)(-) = [û(r)] blur, fir, fur, her, per, purr, sir, stir; verbal; sherbet; 
turkey; furnish; squirrel; jersey; version; cursive; person; versus; certain, curtain; urgent; hurry  
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: were, early; worry; cursor; curtain; courtesy; furry                                   

-erb(-) or  –urb(-) = [û(r)] blurb, curb, herb, verb; herbal  

-e(a)rch(-) or –irch(-) or -urch(-) = [û] birch, church, lurch, perch, search, smirch; urchin                

-erd or  –ird or  –urd = [û(r)] bird, curd, nerd, third     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: heard; word  
ALSO PAST FORMS: blurred, stirred  

-erf or  –urf = [û(r)] serf, surf    -erg(e)(-) or –irg(e)(-) or –urg(e)(-) = [û] dirge, merge, 
purge, serge, splurge, surge, urge, verge      EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [û] scourge 

-erk or  –irk or  –urk = [û(r)] clerk, jerk, lurk, smirk       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: work 

-erm or  –irm = [û(r)] firm, germ, squirm, term        

-ern or  –earn(-) or  –urn(-) = [û(r)] burn, earn, fern, learn, urn; burner, learner; learning 
-erse or  –urs = [û(r)] nurse, purse, verse       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: hearse; worse 

-ert or -irt or –urt = [û(r)] dirt, curt, flirt, hurt, pert, shirt, skirt  
-erv(s)(-) = [û(r)] nerve, serve, swerve; nervous, service        

-es(s)(-) = [ĕ] chess; dress, guess, less, mess, press, stress; dresser; blessing; lesson; messy; 
question; festive; vessel; wrestle; presto  
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-est(-) = [ĕ] best, chest, nest, rest, test, west; rested, tested; jester; restless; zesty  

-et(-) = [ĕ] bet, get, jet, let, met, net, pet, set, yet, wet; metal, settle; better, letter; petty     

-etch(-) = [ĕ] etch, fetch, sketch, stretch; stretcher; sketches, stretches; sketchy  

-i(-) or -ie or –y(e) = [ī] by, bye, die, dry, dye, fly, fry, hi, lie, my, shy, sky, tie; dial, trial; 
rider, spider; client, giant; drier, flier, liar; lion; diet, quiet, riot; rifle; miner, minor; minus, sinus; 
final, spinal; shiny, tiny; flyer   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: sigh, higher; buyer, guy; eye     

-ib(-) = [ĭ] bib, crib, rib; ribbon; giblet; tribute      -ib(e)(-) = [ī] bribe, scribe, tribe; tribal       

-ic(e)(-) = [ĭ] ice, dice, nice, rice, price, slice, spice, twice; icing; priceless; icy, pricey, spicy 

-ick(-) = [ĭ] brick, chick, click, kick, lick, pick, quick, sick, stick, thick, trick; chicken, thicken; 
cricket, ticket; nickle, pickle, tickle; picky, quickie, sticky, tricky   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: clique   

-id(-) = [ĭ] bid, did, grid, hid, lid, skid, slid; griddle, middle, riddle  

-edg(e)(-) = [ĕ] edge, dredge, hedge, ledge, pledge, wedge; edgy 

-id(e)(-) = [ī] bride, hide, pride, ride, side, tide, wide; guided; bridal, idle, idol, tidal                       
ALSO PAST FORMS: cried, died, lied, tied, tried       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: dyed  

-i(d)g(e)(-) = [ĭ] bridge, fridge, ridge; pigeon; digit, fidget, midget  

-if(f)(-) = [ĭ] cliff, if, sniff, stiff; fifty, thrifty    -if(e)(-) = [ī] life, wife; rifle, stifle, trifle  

-ift(-) = [ĭ] drift, gift, lift, shift, swift, thrift; gifted, lifted       ALSO PAST VERBS: miffed 

-ig(-) = [ĭ] big, dig, gig, pig, twig, wig; biggie, piggy; giggle, jiggle, wiggle  

-ik(e)(-) = [ī] bike, hike, like, strike; hiking      -ild = [ĭ] build, guild  ALSO PAST VERBS: filled  
-ild(-) = [ī] child, mild, wild; milder, wilder; mildly, wildly      -ilk(-) = [ĭ] milk, silk; milky, silky            

-ile(-) = [ī] file, mile, pile, smile, tile, while; mileage         EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: aisle; style     

-il(l)(-) = [ĭ] bill, fill, grill, hill, ill, kill, pill, skill, spill, still, will; villa, villain; skillet; brilliant;    
billing, filling, willing; billion, million; pillow; chili, chilly, frilly, hilly, lily; filter   

-ilt(-) = [ĭ] built, guilt, quilt, stilt, tilt, wilt; jilted, quilted  

-im(-) = [ĭ] him, slim, swim, trim; simmer, swimmer; gimmick, mimic     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: gym   

-im(e)(-) = [ī] crime, dime, lime, time; timer; grimy     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: climber; rhyme  

-in(n)(-) = [ĭ] chin, in, inn, pin, skin, tin, thin, win; hinder; finger; ginger; mingle, single; bingo; 
stingy; clinic; finish; dinner, winner; printer, winter        EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: cynic          

-inch = [ĭ] clinch, flinch, pinch    
-inc(e)(-) or -ins(e)(-) = [ĭ] mince, prince, since, rinse; mincing, rinsing; princely                          

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: blintz   ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: mints, prints                        
PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain voiceless /s/. 

-ind = [ĭ] wind (NOUN)     ALSO PAST FORMS: pinned, skinned, thinned    
-ind(-) = [ī] blind, find, kind, mind, wind (VERB); blinded; grinder   ALSO PAST FORMS: lined, signed        
-in(e)(-) = [ī] fine, line, mine, nine, pine, shine, wine; lining; diner  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: signage   
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-ir(e)(-) = [īə(r)] dire, fire, hire, tire, wire; hiring, tiring, wiring                                          
COMPARE WITH TWO-SYLLABLE EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: liar; prior; higher; buyer 

-ing(-) = [ĭ] bring, king, ring, sing, spring, sting, string, swing, wing; singer, stinger; stringy     

-ing(e)(-) = [ĭ] binge, cringe, fringe, hinge, twinge; bingeing   

-ink(-) = [ĭ] blink, drink, link, pink, sink, think; drinker, thinker; kinky, pinky, stinky      
-int(-) = [ĭ] hint, lint, mint, print, splint, sprint, squint, stint, tint; printer; minty 

-inx or -inks = [ĭ] jinx  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: lynx  ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: drinks, sinks 
-ip(-) = [ĭ] chip, clip, drip, grip, hip, lip, slip, strip, tip, trip; zipper; cripple; hippie, nippy  
-ip(e)(-) = [ī] gripe, pipe, ripe, stripe, wipe; ripen; sniper, viper, wiper; piping  

-irl(-) or –url(-) = [û] curl, girl, swirl, twirl; curly    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [û] pearl; early 
-irst or –urst = [û(r)] burst, first, thirst      EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: worst  

-irp or  –urp(-) = [û(r)] chirp, burp, slurp 
-is(e)(-) or –iz(e)(-) = [ī] prize, rise, size, wise; rising, sizing  ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: 

cries, dies, flies, pies, ties     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: buys, guys; eyes; sighs, thighs       
PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain voiced /z/.  

-ish = [ĭ] dish, fish, wish; dishes, wishes; fishy      -isk(-) = [ĭ] brisk, disk, risk; frisky, risky           
-is(s)(-) = [ĭ] kiss, miss, this; blissful; missing; mission; sissy; blister, sister, mister  

-ist(-) = [ĭ] fist, list, mist, twist; listed; twister  

-itch(-) = [ĭ] itch, ditch, glitch, pitch, switch; kitchen; itchy   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: rich, which     

-it(t)(-) = [ĭ] it, bit, fit, hit, sit, mitt, quit, spit, split; little; kitten, mitton, written; city, witty    

-ith(-) = [ĭ] with; pithy   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: myth    PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or 
contain voiceless /T/; in two-syllable words,-th– may be pronounced /D/ before vowels: wither. 

-iv(e) = [ĭ] give, live; swivel; liver, giver, river; civil, vivid; living      

-iv(e) = [ī] dive, drive, five, hive, live, strive; diver, driver; thriving 
-ix(-) = [ĭ] fix, mix, six; mixer; fixing   ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: bricks, sticks, tricks 
-o(-) or -oe(-) or -ow(-) = [ō] blow, bow [NOUN], crow, go, hoe, low, know, row, sow, toe; 

sober; noble; cobra; broken; homer; joker, smoker; smoky; photo, quota; lotion, motion; notice; motive;           
hoeing, blowing, going  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: sew; dough      

-oach(-) = [ō] coach; poaching    -oaf(-) = [ō] loafing     -oard(-) = [ō] board; hoarder 

-oat(-) or -ot(e)(-) = [ō] boat, coat, float, goat, note, oat; noted; voter; floating; votive 
-o(a)th(e)(-) = [ō] clothe, loathe; clothing    PRONUNCIATION: These words include voiced /D/.  

-ob(e)(-) = [ō] globe, robe; global 

-ock(-) = [ŏ] block, clock, dock, knock, lock, rock, shock, sock; locker, rocker; locket, pocket, 
rocket; hockey, jockey            EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: doc, soccer; wok    

-od(d)(-) = [ŏ] god, nod, odd, rod; model; body, shoddy    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: squad; waddle    
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-od(e)(-) or –oad(-) = [ō] code, load, mode, rode, road, toad; coded; loader; loading                            
ALSO PAST VERBS: mowed, owed     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: sewed, toed  

-odge(-) = [ô] or [ŏ] dodge, lodge; codger, dodger; dodgy, stodgy  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: roger  

-of(f)(-) = [ô] or [ŏ]  off, scoff; coffee; offer; coffin; profit; lofty                                         
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: cough;  soften,  often                 -oft = [ô] or [ŏ] loft, soft  

-og(g)(-) = [ô] or [ŏ]  blog, cog, fog, frog, jog, log; boggle, goggle, toggle; foggy, soggy; logic    
PRONUNCIATION: The word logic contains the /j/ sound instead of /g/.    -ogue = [ō]  vogue 

-ok(e)(-) or –oak(-) [ō]  broke, choke, joke, oak, smoke, soak, spoke, woke                
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: folk, yolk; folksy 

-ol(l)(-) = [ŏ] or [ô]  doll; collar, dollar, holler; solid; jolly, trolley; follow, hollow      
-old(-) = [ō]  cold, fold, gold, hold, mold, old, sold, told; holder, older; molding, scolding                    

ALSO PAST VERBS, EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: bowled; polled   
-oic(e)(-) = [oi] choice, voice; voicing; voiceless      -oid(-) = [oi] void; voided       

-oil(-) = [oi] boil, broil, coil, foil, oil, soil; broiler; spoiling      -oin = [oi] coin, join 
-oint(-) = [oi] joint; pointer  -ois(e)(-) = [oi] noise, poise; noisy  ALSO PLURALS: boys, toys 
-oist = [oi] hoist, moist   
-ol(e)(-) or oal = [ō] coal, goal, hole, pole, role, stole, whole; stolen, swollen; holy, holey  

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: bowl; poll, roll, toll; soul, boulder, shoulder         
-olt = [ō] bolt, colt, jolt, volt     -om(-) or –alm = [ŏ] bomb, calm, mom; promise; common 

-om(e)(-) or –oam(-) = [ō] foam, home; foamy; homey    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: comb, poem  

-on(-) = [ŏ] or [ô] con, don; on; condo; monger; donkey; bonnet; phonics; honor; conquer                             
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: gone; fauna; squander; wander  

-ond(-) = [ŏ]  blond, bond, fond, pond; ponder           EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: wand  

-on(e)(-) or  oan(-) or  own(-) = [ō] bone, groan, grown, known, loan, own, phone, stone;    
loner, owner; lonely, only; boneless; bony, phony, pony                  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: sewn      

-ong(-) = [ô] or [ŏ] long, strong, wrong; wrongful      -onk(-) = [ô] or [ŏ] conk, honk; honker 
-onze(-) = [ô] or [ŏ] bronze               -ooch = [ū] brooch, hooch, mooch, pooch, smooch  

-ood = [ B]  good, stood, wood; goody, hoody, woody   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: could, should                 

-oof = [ B] or [ū] goof, poof, proof, roof, spoof, woof; roofer  

-ook = [ B] book, brook, cook, crook, hook, look, shook, took; looker; bookie, cookie, rookie 
-ool or ule = [ū] cool, rule, school, stool, tool; cooler; foolish     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: fuel  

-oom or ume = [ū] boom, doom, fume, gloom, groom, room; cooler; gloomy, roomy                       
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ū] tomb, womb 

-oon(-) or un(e) = [ū] dune, goon, loon, moon, noon, prune, spoon, soon, tune; crooner, lunar, 
pruner, schooner, sooner, tuner; gooney, loony 

-ooned or uned = [ū] crooned, pruned, tuned    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ū] wound (Simple Verb) 
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-oop(-) or up(e) = [ū] dupe, hoop, loop, poop, scoop, snoop, troop; blooper, super; snoopy;      
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ū] group, soup, troupe, groupie, soupy 

-oor(-) or ur(e)(-) = [(y)ū] cure, poor, pure, sure; moorage; boorish; surely; juror; jury                   
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ū] tour, tourist, your 

-oos(e)(-) or uc(e)(-) = [ū] goose, loose, moose, noose, spruce, truce      EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS:  
deuce, juice, use; juicy, useless  (PRONUNCIATION: These words end in or contain voiceless /s/.) 

-oost(-) = [ū] boost; rooster    -oot(-) = [ B] foot, soot; footed EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: put 

-oot(-) or ut(e) = [ū] boot, cute, flute, loot, root, shoot; cutely; scooter, shooter; brutal, futile   
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: fruit, suit; route; neuter, tutor; fruitless  

-ooth(-) or uth(-) = [ū] booth, tooth, truth; ruthless; truthful   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS:  
youth, youthful; sleuth  PRONUNCIATION: The preceding words end in or contain voiceless /T/;              
the following words contain voiced /D/: smooth, smoothie; soothe, soothing   

-op(p)(-) = [ŏ]  chop, drop, hop, mop, stop, top; tropic; proper, shopper; topping; copy, poppy 

-op(e)(-) or oap(-) = [ō] hope, rope, soap; dopey, soapy 
-or(e)(-) or oar = [ō] bore, chore, for, more, oar, roar, score, shore, snore, soar, wore;   

moral, oral; orbit; border; foreign; orphan  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ō] door, floor; four, pour 
-orge(-) = [ō] forge, gorge; forger     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ō] scourge 
-orce(-) or -orse or -oarse(-) = [ō] coarse, force, hoarse, horse; forceful; coarsely                    

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ō] course, source 
-os(s)(-) = [ô] or [ŏ]  boss, cross, loss, moss; fossil; bossy, glossy; ; hostile; foster, roster; nostril 

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: sauce   

-os(e)(-) or -oz(e)(-) = [ō] close [verb], chose, doze, froze, hose, nose, pose; frozen; roses     
ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: blows, toes   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: clothes  PRONUNCIATION: 
Above words end in or contain voiced /z/; close [adjective] and dose end in voiceless /s/. 

-ost(-) = [ô] or [ŏ]  cost, frost, lost; frosting  
-o(a)st(-) = [ō] coast, ghost, host, most, post, roast, toast; coastal, poster; mostly, toasty 

-otch(-) = [ŏ]  botch, notch, scotch; blotchy   EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: = [ô] or [ŏ] watch, swatch   

-oth- = [ŏ] or [ŭ] bother, brother, mother, other         

-o(a)(w)th = [ō] both, growth, oath       PRONUNCIATION: These words end in voiceless /T/.  

-oth(-) = [ô] or [ŏ]  broth, froth, moth; frothy; gothic            

-ot(-) = [ŏ] or [ô] dot, got, hot, plot, pot, shot, spot; knotted; cotton, rotten; potter; bottle               
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ŏ] or [ô] swat, yacht; what; bought, caught, fought, taught; water 

-ouch(-) = [ou] couch, grouch, ouch, pouch; voucher; grouchy 

-oud(-) or -owd(-) = [ou] cloud, loud, proud; crowded; cloudy       ALSO PAST FORMS: bowed 

-ounc(e)(-) = [ou] bounce, ounce; ounces; bouncy      
-ound(-) = [ou] bound, found, ground, pound, round, sound, wound [participle]; founder;        

grounded; groundless; roundly, soundly      ALSO PAST FORMS: browned, crowned, drowned 
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-oung(e)(-) = [ou] lounge, scrounge; lounger            -ount(-) = [ou] count; countable; counter 
-our(-) = [ou] flour, hour, our, scour, sour; hourly 
-ous(e)(-) = [ou] blouse, douse, house, mouse, rouse, spouse; houses, housing; lousy, mousy         

PRONUNCIATION: These words contain or end in voiceless /s/ or voiced /z/. 
-out(-) = [ou] bout, clout, out, pout, route, scout, shout, spout, sprout; outer; outing      

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ou]  doubt; drought; kraut 
-outh(-) = [ou] mouth, south; mouthful  

-ov(e)(-) = [ŭ] dove, glove, love, shove; lovely; oven; shovel; slovenly; cover, lover                             
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ŭ]  of                   -ov(e)(-) = [ŏ] grovel, novel  

-ov(e)(-) = [ō] clove, cove, dove, drove, rove, stove, strove, wove; woven; clover, over                     
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ō]  mauve     -o(o)v(e)(-) = [ū] groove, move, prove; mover  

-o(o)v(e)(-) = [ū] groove, move, prove; proven; mover; groovy  

-ox(-) = [ŏ] box, fox, lox, ox; boxer; oxen; toxic; boxy, foxy                                                             
ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: blocks, clocks, locks, rocks, shocks, socks, stocks, woks 

-ow(-) = [ou] bow [VERB], brow, cow, how, now; browser; powder; flower, power, shower; towel; 
coward, flowered; powerful; flowery       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: = [ou]  bough; trousers  

-owl(-) = [ou] fowl, growl, howl, owl, prowl, scowl       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: = [ou]  foul 
-own(-) or -oun(-) = [ou] brown, clown, down, drown, noun, town; brownish, clownish; brownie; 

flounder; council, counsel; fountain, mountain; county  
-oy(-) or -oi(-) = [oi] boy, joy, koi, ploy, soy, toy; loyal, royal; boyish; joyful; joyless; oyster; 

loiter     EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: = [oi]  buoy 
-u(e)(-) or –ew(-) or –oo(-) = [ū] blue, boo, clue, due, flew, flu, glue, goo, knew, new, screw, 

shoe, sue, threw, too, true, view; bluish; chewy; dual; fewer; human; humor; jewels; noodles; 
sewer; student; tuna; futile; viewer  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ū] do, who; queue; through; two  

-ub(-) = [ŭ] club, cub, dub, hub, pub, rub, scrub, snub, stub, tub; scrubber; blubbery, rubbery; 
bubble, rubble; public; chubby, cubby, grubby    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] double, trouble    

-ub(e)(-) = [ū] cube, tube; cubic   -u(t)ch(-) = [ŭ] clutch, crutch, dutch, hutch, much, such;  
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] touch; touchy     

-uck(-) = [ŭ] buck, chuck, duck, luck, pluck, struck, stuck, suck, truck, tuck; pucker, sucker; 
buckle, chuckle, knuckle; lucky, yucky  

-ud(-) = [ŭ] bud, mud, stud; rudder, shudder; cuddle, muddle, puddle; buddy, cruddy, muddy, study            
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] flood; bloody 

-ude or –ood or –ewd = [ū] brood, crude, dude, food, mood, nude, shrewd   ALSO PAST FORMS: 
booed, chewed, brewed, glued, stewed, wooed    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ū] shoed, viewed    

-udg(e)(-) = [ŭ] budge, fudge, grudge, nudge, smudge, trudge; budget, pudgy 

-uf(f)(-) = [ŭ] bluff, cuff, gruff, huff, stuff; suffer; duffel, scuffle; muffin; fluffy, stuffy   
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ŭ] rough, tough; rougher, tougher; roughen, toughen  
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-ug(g)(-) = [ŭ] bug, drug, hug, jug, lug, mug, plug, rug, smug, snug, thug, tug; mugger;                  
sluggish; juggle, smuggle, snuggle, struggle; muggy; ugly 

-uke(-) or –ook(-) = [ū] duke, fluke, gook, kook, nuke, puke, spook 
-ul(l)(-) = [ŭ] dull, gull, lull, mull, skull; gully, sully     

-ul(l)(-) = [B] bull, full, pull; bullet; bully, pulley       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [B] wool, wooly     

-ulch = [ŭ] gulch         -ulf = [ŭ] gulf         -ulk = [ŭ] bulk, hulk, sulk   
-ulse = [ŭ] pulse         -ult = [ŭ] cult 
-um(m)(-) = [ŭ] bum, drum, gum, hum, plum, slum, sum, swum; lumber, number; grumble, humble; 

gumbo, jumbo; plummet, summit; bummer, summer; dummy, mummy, rummy, tummy, yummy     
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] come, some; from, compass; crumb, dumb, numb, thumb  

-ump(-) = [ŭ] bump, clump, dump, jump, lump, plump, pump, slump, stump, sump, trump;                   
bumper, jumper; crumple, rumple; gumption; bumpy, grumpy 

-un(n)(-) = [ŭ] bun, fun, gun, run, sun; blunder, thunder, under; bundle; uncle; dungeon; hunger; 
plunger; jungle; fungus; grungy; runner; stunning; bunny, funny, sunny                                               
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] done, none; son, ton, won; wonder, honey, money; spongy  

-unce = [ŭ] dunce  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ŭ] once  
-unch(-) = [ŭ] brunch, hunch, lunch, munch, punch, scrunch; luncheon; crunchy    

-ung = [ŭ] hung, lung, rung, sung, stung       EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] tongue; young  
-unge = [ŭ] grunge, lunge, plunge                EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ŭ] sponge  
-unk( ) = [ŭ] chunk, hunk, punk, shrunk, skunk, stunk, sunk, trunk; drunkard; chunky, clunky,  

funky, junkie, spunky                          EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] monk; monkey 
-unt( ) = [ŭ] blunt, brunt, grunt, hunt; hunter    EXCEPTIONAL SPELLING: [ŭ] front, frontage 
-up(p)(-) = [ŭ] cup, hup, pup, up; supper, upper; guppy, puppy 
-us(s)(-) = [ŭ] bus, fuss, plus, us; custard, mustard; cluster, fluster, muster; fussy; rustic;                   

hustle, muscle; mussel, tussle; custom 
-us(e)(-) or –oose or –ooze = [ū] choose, fuse, muse, ooze, snooze, use; user                                    

EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ū] blues; bruise, cruise; lose, whose; news; cruiser; loser     
-ush(-) = [ŭ] blush, brush, crush, mush, plush, rush, thrush; gusher, usher; mushy, slushy  

-ush = ( B) bush, push; pusher; bushy     -usk(-) = [ŭ] dusk, tusk; husker; musket; husky 

-ust(-) = [ŭ] bust, crust, just, must, rust, trust; busted; dusty, rusty 

-ut(t)(-) = [ŭ] but, butt, cut, mutt, nut, putt, shut; butler; butter, clutter, gutter, mutter,  
stutter; shuttle; button, glutton; nutty, putty  EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ŭ] what; subtle 

-ux(-) = [ŭ] crux, flux, tux   ALSO PLURALS/SINGULAR VERBS: bucks, ducks, trucks 
-uz(z)(-) = [ŭ] buzz, fuzz; guzzle, muzzle, puzzle; fuzzy, scuzzy  

-y(e)(-) or –ie(-) = [ī] by, bye, cry, die, dry, dye, fly, fry, my, pie, rye, sky, spy   
EXCEPTIONAL SPELLINGS: [ī] buy, guy; eye; high, sigh  
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Following are a few suggestions for making productive use of over 200             
entries in the Syllable-Spelling Reference Lists on pages 68 to 77.  

In which form(s) do you wish to use the entries in the lists? Some possibilities are:  

Each teacher/learner can get his/her own set of printed pages to keep accessible, perhaps 
adapted in size, to use for reference in phonics/spelling lessons, assignments, or activities.               

Alternatively or additionally, separate pages can be projected onto a screen for focused attention 
or instruction—and/or copies can be scanned in for electronic distribution.   

For use in collaborative learning, copies of individual                          
syllable-rime entries, probably enlarged, can be pasted up on card 

stock for use as a deck of informational “strip cards.”  Selected items 
should have something in common with one another, such as the same 
vowel sound or final/medial consonants, the presence of the letter -r, 

or the like. There should be equivalent amounts of information on each 
“strip card,” at similar levels of difficulty. Individuals or “teams” can 

be made responsible for mastering the material on their cards, 
“teaching” it to others, devising ways to test acquired abilities,           

going beyond the given information, and so on.   

Here are ideas for how to practice material like that on syllable-spelling reference lists:  

Duplicate or project copies of (portions of) a list so everyone can view it.                           
Together or individually, have learners spell aloud and pronounce one syllable-rime spelling             

at a time, followed by the vocabulary-word examples. Discuss their relevant features. 

Give an “oral vocabulary quiz” by giving a clue or cue for each targeted word in sequence               
or in random order. Participants locate the item and pronounce it aloud, following up                  

with additional definitions, explanations, and/or uses of the word in context.  

For each productive item at a level of difficulty appropriate to learners, have participants 
think of, and/or look up rhyming items. Most useful in this regard might be rhyming 

dictionaries, rhyming word lists, or websites devoted to syllable spelling and pronunciation. 
Discuss similarities and differences in the items, including sounds, orthography, etc.                   

Have them practice the groups of rhymes by making up and reading amusing “poems”                 
with the words, playing vocabulary guessing games that elicit the items, and so on.  

If relevant to participants’ goals, have them use reference sites or other tools to learn to 
count syllables correctly, identify syllable-stress patterns, divide words into syllables, etc.              

Finally, include the most important or useful skills and items for further instruction                    
and activities in phonics, spelling, word-level reading, and vocabulary usage.  
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